TO: MEXICO CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: C1/S1
INFO: DC1, D/DC1, DDP, ADDP, C1, CS/OPS, CS/AC, F1, SR 7, WH 7,

TO: IMMEDIATE MEXICO INFO
REF: MEXI 6453 (IN 36017)

1. IMPORTANT YOU REVIEW ALL ENVOY TAPE AND
   TRANSCRIPTS SINCE 27 SEPTEMBER TO LOCATE ALL MATERIAL
   POSSIBLY PERTINENT TO SUBJECT REF.

2. DISPATCH SOONEST BY SPECIAL COURIER, STAFFER IF
   NECESSARY, FULL TRANSCRIPTS AND ORIGINAL TAPES IF
   AVAILABLE ALL PERTINENT MATERIAL.

3. ARE ORIGINAL TAPES AVAILABLE?

END OF MESSAGE

CS Comment: *Reported that on 1 October 63, an American male who said
his name was Lee Oswald was at the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City.
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